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Aim and Scope of the Information Sciences and
Technologies Bulletin of the ACM Slovakia

ACM Slovakia offers a forum for rapid dissemination
of research results in the area of computing/informatics
and more broadly of information and communication sci-
ences and technologies. It is primarily a web based bul-
letin publishing results of dissertations submitted at any
university in Slovakia or elsewhere, perhaps also results
of outstanding master theses. Besides that, conferences
that meet bulletin’s expectations with regard to scien-
tific rigor are invited to consider publishing their papers
in the bulletin in form of special issues. Besides the web
version of the bulletin, a paper version is available, too.

The Bulletin aims:

• To advance and to increase knowledge and inter-
est in the science, design, development, construc-
tion, languages, management and applications of
modern computing a.k.a. informatics, and more
broadly of information and communication sciences
and technologies.

• To facilitate a communication between persons hav-
ing an interest in information and communication
sciences and technologies by providing a forum for
rapid dissemination of scholarly articles.

Scope of the Bulletin is:

• original research in an area within the broader fam-
ily of information sciences and technologies, with
a particular focus on computer science, computer
engineering, software engineering and information
systems, and also other similarly well established
fields such as artificial intelligence or information
science.

Types of contributions:

• Extended abstracts of doctoral dissertations.
This is the primary type of article in the Bulletin.
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form of a journal paper together with separate sec-
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envisaged that publishing the extended abstract in
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that by publishing it in the Bulletin, the extended
abstract will receive a much wider dissemination.
Exceptionally, at the discretion of the Editorial
Board, the Bulletin may accept extended abstracts
of other than doctoral theses, e.g. Master theses,
when research results reported are sufficiently wor-
thy of publishing in this forum. Rules and proce-
dures of publishing are similar.

• Conference papers. The Bulletin offers orga-
nizers of interesting scientific events in some area
within the scope of the Bulletin to consider pub-
lishing papers of the Conference in the Bulletin as
its special issue. Any such proposal will be subject
of discussion with the Editorial Board which will
ultimately decide. From the scientific merit point

of view, method of peer reviewing, acceptance ratio
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Abstract
Verification of knowledge in forms of questions belongs
to the most important parts of educational process. But
the creation of questions is difficult and time-consuming
activity. With an increasing impact of interactive infor-
mation technologies in the learning environment, it is also
interesting to automatize the process of knowledge verifi-
cation. Therefore, interest in automatic question genera-
tion (AQG) task is rapidly increases in the recent years.
In this paper, we present our research findings and contri-
bution to the AQG as a task of natural language process-
ing (NLP). Whereas questions generation from text is a
very wide area, we focus on factual questions with the pur-
pose to verify user knowledge or her/his reading compre-
hension. There are various approaches to this task. After
our deep analysis of current systems and their shortcom-
ings, we decided to create question generation method
combining traditional linguistic approach based on sen-
tence structure analysis with machine learning methods.
Creation of patterns for question generation process re-
quires human experts, so we adopt data-driven approach
to learn question generation steps automatically from ini-
tial set of sentence-question pairs. Our results confirm,
that it is possible to train the algorithm for this task and
our proposed method is also adaptable for related task of
NLP field. We have used it also in sentence simplifica-
tion step when we divided complex sentences into simpler
ones. Except for the proposed method, other outputs
of our work are datasets of sentence-questions pairs and
question generation framework providing the possibility
of evaluation of generated questions.

∗Recommended by thesis supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Viera
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1. Introduction
Questions are important part of our everyday life and an
inseparable part of education. With the arrival of We-
b 2.0 and e-learning, educational encyclopedias based on
collaboration and content expansion take the position in
the online educational world. Many systems have been
developed to support and manage learning content like
learning management systems (LMS) or massive online
open courses (MOOC). In parallel, alternative learning
approaches have emerged and several of them are based
on questions. For example, Self-Organized Learning En-
vironment (SOLE), in which the whole education is done
by asking questions [1]. So, it would be useful to build
some type of an agent, which will be able to replace a
human expert (teacher/lecturer) in this role.

In addition, education is not the only area where the ques-
tion can be used. AQG systems are also used as an auxil-
iary module for question answering task [10, 12], for build-
ing databases of frequently-asked question section [16], for
finding out if lectures are understandable [9] or for creat-
ing a dialog system in role of an interactive agent [6].

When we look at AQG as a task of NLP, it covers both di-
rections of language processing which puts it among the
most demanding task of this area (like tasks: text sim-
plification or machine translation). Firstly, it is required
to transform text as a set of characters into computer-
understandable representation (natural language under-
standing), and consequently it is possible to create ques-
tions and represent them in form of text (natural language
generation). The input for AQG task is a set of sentences
(e.g. paragraph or article) and the output is a set of ques-
tions related to input sentences.

The importance of research in this field is also confirmed
by The Question Generation Shared Task and Evalua-
tion Challenge (QGSTEC) which has triggered interest
in this task [13]. In this event, there was also created the
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first question generation dataset and participants of this
event have competed in two tasks: question generation
from sentences and question generation from paragraph.
In combination with increasing significance of NLP de-
velopment, the AQG systems have become very useful
applications in our life.

The structure of this extended abstract is as follows. In
the second section, we will briefly introduce drawbacks
of the state-of-the-art systems as open problems in this
area and we will establish goals of our work. In the third
section, we will propose our question generation approach
and prototype of our framework. In the fourth section, we
will describe our experiments and in the last fifth section
is the conclusion.

2. Open Problems and Dissertation Goals
We have done detailed analysis of AQG task and have
identified several drawbacks of the state-of-the-art ap-
proaches and systems (e.g. [5, 6, 7, 8, 14] and many other-
s). Most of the current systems leverages lexical, syntactic
or semantic analysis of input text and then they construct
questions based on hand-written patterns or rules. There
are some problems based on the nature of this approach.
The first constraint is, that we need some human experts
(programmers or linguists), who create and manage the
list of transformation rules. The second constraint lies in
management of the transformation rules itself. When the
rules are too general (usually constructed by combination
of syntactic patterns with named entity identification),
they cover many sentences, but with small precision (s-
mall correctness of generated questions).

On the other hand, lexico-syntactic rules enriched by in-
formation about entities help to generate good questions,
but the coverage of input sentences is weak. So, it is
a tradeoff between correctness of question and coverage.
And with increasing number of patterns, another prob-
lem arises: how to store and search among large number
of patterns. Usage of machine learning methods for pat-
terns obtaining was recently tested in IBM Watson [11].
They used a dataset consisting of thirty million pairs of
RDF triplets and questions created by [15]. But question-
s generating from text is a little more complicated task
in comparison to the generating question from structured
(RDF) data.

Based on these problems, we defined main goal of our
research as follows:

• Design of a question generation method which will
use combination of linguistics approaches and ma-
chine learning methods to eliminate drawbacks of
systems based purely on hand-written transforma-
tion rules.

We are expecting, that combination of these approaches
could eliminate the drawbacks when the approaches are
used separately. Database of transformation rules could
be built automatically by initial sentence-question pairs
(known as supervised learning) and continuous enhance-
ment of the model could be based on feedback about al-
ready generated questions (known as reinforcement learn-
ing). We also set several requirements for our method:

• input is an unstructured text (e.g. sentence or para-
graph),

• output is a question in a sentence form (e.g. inter-
rogative sentence),

• learning and improvement of transformation rules
will be obtained automatically by sentence-question
pairs without the intervention of a human expert
(without modification of source code or manual cre-
ation of transformation patterns),

• question filtering and question selection will be
based on learned language and statistical models.

Whereas the main goal is relatively robust, we decided to
split it into several scientific and implementation goals.

2.1 Scientific Goals
• Detailed analysis of the state-of-the-art question

generation systems and identification of its draw-
backs.

• Train the model for AQG task based on data-driven
approach.

• Realization of experiments which confirms the abil-
ity of proposed method to learn how to create ques-
tions.

• Realization of experiments with purpose to compare
questions generated by our method with questions
generated by the state-of-the-art systems.

• Realization of experiments aiming to compare ques-
tion generated by AQG systems with questions ex-
pected by users.

2.2 Implementation Goals (AQG Framework)
• Create question generation framework (described in

our previous work [2]).

• Build (find or create) a dataset for learning the
framework, how to create questions from text.

• Create online interface for evaluating the questions.

We demonstrate the fulfillment of our intended goals in
the following sections.

3. Our Proposed AQG Method
In this section, we will briefly introduce our proposed
question generation method and its implementation in our
question generation framework. The framework was build
not just for training and testing of our method, but al-
so for evaluations of generated questions and several user
experiments described later. It consists of three modules:

• preprocessing module which transforms input text
into special data structure representing input sen-
tences called “composite pattern” (marked as CP),

• question generation module which creates the ques-
tions based on CP,

• question estimator which estimates the quality of
generated questions, remove duplicate and incorrect
questions and sort the questions by estimated qual-
ity.
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Table 1: Composite Pattern (CP) as a Special Data Structure for Automatic Question Generation Task
Sentence Miroslav was a student in Bratislava, Slovakia

Lemma Miroslav be a student in Bratislava, Slovakia
POS NNP VBD DT NN IN NNP NNP
POS simplified NN VB DT NN IN NN NN
NER Person - - - - Location Location
Wordnet - - - - - Location Location
GKG - - - - - City Country
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

3.1 Preprocesing Module
This module is responsible for extracting the information
from input sentences and for the creation of CP. CP is a
matrix of information about each token in the sentence
and its structure is shown in Table 1. The rows of the
table represent patterns of the sentence and columns are
labels of each token of pattern. Preprocessing task con-
sists of several steps: splitting text into sentences, split-
ting sentence into tokens, identify information for each
token (part-of-speech labels (POS), named entities (N-
ER), semantic information from WordNet and some relat-
ed databases (e.g. Viaf, Google Knowledge Graph etc.)
and identifying dependency relationships between tokens.
Token dependencies are used for simplification of com-
plex sentences (sentences with appositions or multiple
sentences joined with conjunctions).

CP represents the structure of sentence and it is used for
searching suitable transformation rules in the following
question generation phase. There are hierarchical rela-
tionships between patterns in CP which can be represent-
ed in tree structure (figure 1)[4]. The pattern on the top
(POS pattern) is the same for several detailed patterns
which can be different on NER attributes. For example,
these two sentences have the same POS pattern (first line
in hierarchy on the figure 1), but there are differences in
NER pattern (the last token is Person in the first sentence
and Location in the second one):

• The first president of Slovakia was Rudolf Schuster.

• The capital city of Slovakia is Bratislava.

The output of this module is a sequence of sentences rep-
resented in CP and these data structures are then used for
sentence-question transformations. Contributions of var-
ious levels of patterns stored in CP and matching process
of sentences is described in our previous work [4].

3.2 Question Generation Module
Transformation rules for question generation are learned
during training phase by initial pairs of sentences and
questions assigned to these sentences. From the both

parts of data (input sentences and questions), the CP are
obtained, and model extract and stores the list of transfor-
mation steps based on the difference between these CP. It
just stores standard set of actions known from similarity
matching algorithms (insert token, remove token, replace
token or change the position of token). Later, we also
added one special operation for transforming the form of
token (e.g. change the singular form into plural form or
change the tense of verb). Output of training phase is
a model which stores list of transformation actions be-
tween sentences and questions and these actions are used
for sentence to question transformation. Transformation
patterns for new sentences are chosen by similarity be-
tween these sentences and already stored sentences. This
process is based on mathematical calculation of difference
between their CP (similarity is calculated as a portion of
identical tokens).

3.3 Filtering Module
Filtering module estimates the correctness of generated
questions. It is based on statistical information obtained
from the past (how many similar questions were created
and what correctness value they obtained). Then it filters
away the duplicate questions and sort out the remaining
questions by estimated score. Calculation of score also
reflect similarity between current CP and CP of questions
generated in the past. Maximum value of score is one
(which means, that system generated question with the
same CP in the past). We have made several experiments
with focus to determine the ideal threshold, but it is still
tradeoff between correctness of generated questions and
coverage of various input sentences. When the score was
set too high, the system generated more correct question,
but the total number of questions was lower.

4. Experiments and Evaluations
We have made several experiments to verify our ques-
tion generation approach. Firstly, we have focused on our
method and confirmation of our hypothesis saying that
it is possible to train the model which will be able to
generate questions from unstructured text. We have also
evaluated filtering module and determined that the ideal
threshold value for filtering the questions is 0.6 (questions
with lower matching score are usually incorrect). Then we

DT-JJ-NN-IN-NNP-VBZ-NNP

The-JJ-NN-of-NNP-is/was-NNP

The JJ NN of LOCATION was
PERSON

The JJ NN of LOCATION is
NNP.

The JJ NN of LOCATION is
LOCATION

Figure 1: Hierarchy of sentence patterns based on level of abstraction [4].
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let the users compare questions generated by our method
and question generated by the best state-of-the-art sys-
tems [14]. These results were used for comparisons of
question generation systems and for the comparison of
the questions generated by AQG systems with questions
expected by users.

4.1 Evaluation of the Proposed AQG Method
The first experiment was done with the purpose to find
out, if it is possible to train the model for AQG task.
For this experiment we used large dataset of sentence-
question pairs like in [15] (which was successfully used for
training question generation model from structured data),
but with pairs of sentences and questions. Dataset used in
QGSTEC [13] is too small (it contains only 180 sentences
and questions in total), so we decided to let this dataset
for system comparisons and we built new dataset for train-
ing phase. Our created dataset consists of 206 articles
about countries in the world (articles from Wikipedia).
The first quarter of articles were used for training and the
rest for testing. We created an interface where the sen-
tences from articles were shown and the users could write
their questions. Our framework created CP for the input
sentences and also fo the questions obtained by users and
then stored the transformation pattern. Then we import-
ed sentences from the testing dataset and let the system
generate questions on transformation rules learned during
training phase. Our results confirmed, that the system
could generate questions for new (unseen) sentences.

The overall quality of generated questions was evaluated
by another group of users and the average correctness of
question was 87,9 %. We have published detailed infor-
mation about dataset creation, training the model, deter-
mining the quality threshold and evaluating of question
generation in our previous paper [2].

4.2 Comparison of Question Generation Systems
The second experiment was done with the purpose to
compare quality of questions generated by our method
with questions generated by the best state-of-the-art sys-
tems [14]. Whereas scoring criteria used on QGSTEC
event was complicated and hardly replicable, we decided
to import all questions to our interface and let the user
evaluate all questions. The evaluation of the question-
s consisted of two criteria: syntactic correctness (correct
grammar of question) and semantic correctness (intelligi-
bility of question). Evaluators could rate on the three-
level scale for each attribute: correct (+1), incorrect (-1),
almost correct (+0.5) and they also could ’do not answer’
(+0) if they were no sure about correctness.

In table 2, we present results of this experiment (detailed
results are discussed in our previous paper [3]). As we can
see, our AQG system generates more correct questions,
but on the other hand, the total number of generated
questions was lower. Globally, our questions obtained the

Table 2: Briefly Comparison of AQG System-
s: Number of Generated Questions and Question
Correctness

questions syntactic correct. semantic correct.

A 320 0.21 0.17
B 165 0.49 0.45
M 100 0.74 0.68

Figure 2: Histogram of votes obtained by user e-
valuators for each AQG system: our system (M)
obtained more positive points and less negative
points in comparison to other state-of-the-art sys-
tems.

smallest number of bad score and the highest number of
good score (Figure 2).

4.3 Comparison of Question Generated by Systems
with Questions Expected by Users

The last experiment, which is directly connected to our
goal, was done with the intent to compare questions gen-
erated by AQG systems with questions expected by users.
There were many generated questions which were eval-
uated as correct (because they were correct), but their
form was very untypical. For this purpose, we adopt the
metrics used in related NLP tasks (e.g. machine trans-
lation or text summarization) to calculate the difference
between text generated by human and text generated by
machines (BLEU and ROUGE). We found out that there
were no significant differences between systems (when we
compare only the best questions). Difference between
generated and expected questions was approximately 75
percent (BLEU) and 83 percent (ROUGE).

5. Conclusions, Contributions and Future Chal-
lenges

In this extended abstract, we have presented our contri-
bution to the AQG task as a task of NLP. Although AQG
is a multidisciplinary task based on several research ar-
eas (informatics, education, linguistics and psychology),
we focused on this task mainly from the NLP point of
view. We proposed our novel question generation ap-
proach for factual question generation from unstructured
text and we also created question generation framework
which was used for experiments and evaluations of this
method. Other contributions of our work are datasets of
sentence-questions pairs which can be used for training
new models or for evaluation AQG systems.

Our main research goal was to create a method combin-
ing traditional approach based on sentence patterns with
data-driven approaches known from machine learning. It
will allow us to train and improve method by sentence-
question pairs instead of manual creation of transforma-
tion rules. We also proposed special data structure called
composite pattern, which keeps set of several sentence
patterns and it helps to match the new (unseen) sentences
with learned transformation rules. Our question genera-
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tion framework uses question estimator module. Based on
its estimated score of correctness, we can filter out many
duplicate or incorrect questions and increase the portion
of correct questions.

We have made several experiments which confirm that our
model is able to learn how to create questions from sen-
tences and question generated by our method achieve bet-
ter correctness in comparison to the best of state-of-the-
art systems from the Question Generation Shared Task
Challenge. We also compare questions generated by AQG
systems with questions expected by users through metrics
used in related NLP tasks and found, that there are only
small differences between them.

There are many challenges in AQG area. The biggest
limitation of this task is a lack of training data and short-
comings of external NLP tools, which are essential for
this task. The quality of generated questions depends
on annotation of input text and the correct identification
of sentence structure (e.g. part-of-speech identification,
named entity recognition, word dependencies etc.). This
also applies to the extensibility of our approach for other
languages. In our work, we focus on English language.
But it will be interesting to train the model on sentence-
questions pairs from different language. Unfortunately,
our effort to train the model for Slovak language failed
due to the NLP tools, whereas it is very difficult to ex-
tract structure of Slovak sentence (extract information
about entities, part-of-speech tags etc.). On the other
hand, our approach is language-independent, so if there
are available tools in the future, it would be interesting
to do some experiments.

Thanks to the advancement of research in the field of au-
tomatic question generation, the software systems will be
able to provide a great support of knowledge verification.
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Abstract
Time series data is the type of data that is produced in
large amounts. Sensors, web traffic, the economy, and
business are all resources of time series data. One of the
main tasks of time series data mining is forecasting future
values given current observations. The energetics domain
is one of the many forecasting use cases. For more accu-
rate decision making and control in the energetics domain,
sensors called smart meters are deployed in countries that
creates a large amount of time series data. These data
have also characteristics, besides volume, of variety and
velocity. A large number of patterns and the data acquisi-
tion rate are significant factors that influence a processing
of smart meter data. For this reason, the thesis is focused
on taking advantage of smart meter data as much as pos-
sible regarding above mentioned problems. For solving
these problems, we are using and proposing new time se-
ries data mining methods as time series representations
and clustering for improving forecasting accuracy of elec-
tricity consumption.
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1. Introduction
An accurate forecasting of electricity consumption is im-
portant for many companies and organisations around the
world, due to economic, technical and environmental rea-
sons. Practitioners and salespersons can be interested in
the forecasting of a global aggregated consumption, or ag-
gregated consumption in a small area, or even in the con-
sumption of individual end-consumers. For some compa-
nies and producers of electricity, end-consumer consump-
tion forecasting is the most important task.

The electricity consumption data from smart meters, with
measurements coming every 15 or 30 minutes, has its own
special characteristics and its forecasting is challenging
for these reasons: a) High-dimensionality - long time se-
ries; b) Double-seasonality - daily and weekly pattern of
consumption; c) There is also yearly pattern - holidays,
vacations, change of annual seasons; d) Large number of
variable consumers in the grid; e) Lot of other stochastic
factors influencing consumption - weather, unexpected va-
cations, blackouts, market changes, special events (hock-
ey, football) etc. One more important note concerns the
character of smart meter data. Data from smart meter-
s are coming fast and can evolve (change) dramatically.
For these reasons, they can be referred as data streams.
Therefore, forecasting methods have to adapt to changes
automatically and be fast to compute.

There are a number of possible different forecasting meth-
ods that can be used on our problem. The choice of the
most appropriate one is not a trivial task. A no less chal-
lenging task is the feature selection and engineering for
the most appropriate model creation. Possible solutions
to these problems give a combination of multiple mod-
els from multiple forecasting methods. This procedure is
called ensemble learning and we analysed it further in this
work.

There is another interesting question. Can we take ad-
vantage of the large number of data from all consumers to
improve the forecasting accuracy of electricity consump-
tion? Since there is available a large number of long time
series from smart meters, time series data mining meth-
ods can be also used here. Specifically, we focused on the
analysis of time series clustering and representations. The
clustering was used for the creation of a more predictable
(forecastable) groups of consumers. On the other hand,
the time series representations help us perform more ac-
curate clustering.
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Improving accuracy of forecasting aggregate electricity
consumption through consumers clustering was already
studied. The work of Ilic et al. proofs that the size of the
customer base has an impact on the accuracy of forecast-
ing methods [10]. Shahzadeh et al. deal with clustering
of consumers in three different ways of feature extraction
from time series and its impact on the accuracy of the fore-
cast of energy consumption [19]. The best results achieved
the clustering with regression coefficients, which showed
significant improvements in the accuracy of the forecast
with the help of clustering. Wijaya et al. are using for
clustering correlation-based feature selection as the rep-
resentation of consumers [21]. They want to investigate
the impact of aggregation on the accuracy of the forecast.
As forecasting methods, linear regression, multi-layer per-
ceptron and support vector regression were used. Smart
meter data clustering for improving forecasting accuracy
with the ODAC method [17] and the neural network was
used in work of Rodrigues et al. [9].

In the thesis, we are interested in improving the data min-
ing workflow for forecasting a large amount of time series
or forecasting a time series with a help of a large amount
of time series data. For this task, beyond previous works,
we are using time series representations, ensemble learn-
ing methods for forecasting, and multiple data streams
clustering.

This extended abstract is organised as follows. Section 2
presents various model-based time series representations.
In Section 3, new unsupervised ensemble learning meth-
ods are proposed, while in Section 4, new multiple data
streams clustering method is proposed. Section 5 covers
proposals of new clustering-based forecasting method for
individual consumers. This abstract ends with conclusion
in Section 6.

2. Model-based Time Series Representations
One of our main contributions are proposals of new time
series representations that are suitable for double-seasonal
time series of electricity consumption. Time series repre-
sentations are crucial for accurate and effective clustering
of consumers, as is the extraction of typical consumption
patterns for improving forecasting accuracy.

Various model-based representations were proposed that
are based on regression models or time series analysis
methods [13]. By model-based representation the season-
al profile(s) is (are) extracted. Multiple linear regression
(LM), robust linear regression (RLM), quantile regression
(L1), generalized additive model (GAM), Holt-Winters
exponential smoothing (HW), and simple average or me-
dian seasonal profile were all used for an extraction. In
Figure 1, the comparison of seven different model-based
representations on randomly picked Irish residential con-
sumer are shown. The source code of all implemented
representation methods is available online1.

Clustering time series representastions by K-means [15]
was used for a creation of new clustered time series as
training set to forecasting methods. Experiments were
performed on datasets from Slovakia and Ireland. We
proved that the accuracy of forecasting aggregate elec-
tricity consumption with clustering significantly outper-
formed forecastig with simple aggregation of all con-

1https://github.com/PetoLau/TSrepr
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Figure 1: Comparison of seven model-based repre-
sentations. On the vertical axis is normalised con-
sumption and on the horizontal axis is the mea-
surement during the day.

sumers. We also identified that model-based represen-
tations are more suitable for this task than most nondata
adaptive and data adaptive representations [8]. Created
clusters of consumers preprocessed by median daily profile
representation can be seen in Figure 2. The 16 aggregat-
ed time series within clustering created in previous figure
are shown in Figure 3.

3. Unsupervised Ensemble Learning
There are several suitable methods for electricity con-
sumption forecasting such as time series analysis and re-
gression methods. Both types of them have their limita-
tions such as an inability of adaptation to sudden changes
(concept drift) and the noisy behaviour of time series.
Therefore to find and choose the most suitable forecast-
ing method is difficult. To overcome this problem, an
ensemble learning is used that combines forecasts from
various models (methods). Moreover, forecasting meth-
ods themselves can be tuned by the simplest of all en-
semble methods - bootstrap aggregating (bagging) [3].
We have evaluated two types of methods of bagging that
are based on a type of the used forecasting method: a)
time series analysis method; b) regression tree. Three
types of bootstrapping methods were implemented to ob-
serve their usefulness for time series analysis methods:
a) moving block bootstrap with the combination of STL
decomposition and Box-Cox transformation proposed by
Bergmeir et al. [1]; b) our proposed smoothed version of
the previous one; c) and our proposed K-means based
bootstrapping [14]. We have proposed also several new
ideas to unsupervised ensemble learning approaches rely-
ing on a proper combination of multiple bootstrap fore-
casts. The source code of all implemented ensemble learn-
ing methods is available online2.

There are other widely used ensemble learning methods,
which are an error based [12], so they weight each predic-
tion method by its performance. We proposed ensemble
learning methods, which are structure based, so it uses
unsupervised learning to create a final ensemble forecast.
As we have found and experimentally proven, only unsu-
pervised approaches are suitable for time series created
by clustering, which is newly generated in each data win-
dow. Reason for this claim is that each created clustered
time series needs to apply different forecasting method.

2
https://github.com/PetoLau/UnsupervisedEnsembles
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Figure 2: 16 clusters of median daily profile representations of consumers time series created by K-means.
Centroids are drawn by a blue line.
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Figure 3: Final aggregated time series within clusters based on Fig. 2 which will give input to forecasting
methods.

We have evaluated our approaches again on datasets from
Slovakia and Ireland. The forecasting accuracy of ag-
gregated and also clustered electricity consumption was
tested. On Irish dataset, our smoothed version of mbb
had best and significant results. On Slovak dataset, our
proposed K-means bootstrapping had best results, how-
ever, failed to overcome base (unbootstrapped) models.
For this reason, we conclude that unsupervised ensemble
learning is not suitable for every type of aggregated and
also clustered time series forecasting, especially noisy and
fluctuate ones. However, the clustering of consumers itself
stably improved forecasting accuracy of all methods.

4. Multiple Data Streams Clustering
Data stream clustering is a rapidly evolving part of data
mining [20]. However, most of the attention so far in the
literature had been on object-based data stream cluster-
ing that focuses on the one data stream clustering. Since
we are clustering multiple consumers, we are focused on
attribute-based data stream clustering that clusters mul-
tiple streams. An attribute-based data stream clustering
method should ideally take into account restrictions as
similar to any data stream clustering algorithm as fol-
lows: a) performing fast and incremental processing of
data objects; b) rapidly adapt to changing dynamics of
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responding clipping representation of a random-
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the data (merging and removing of clusters); c) scale to
the number of objects that are continuously arriving; d)
rapidly detect the presence of outliers and act according-
ly; e) detect changes (drifts) in streams [20].

All previously mentioned aspects have to be fulfilled, if
we want to cluster and forecast electricity consumers da-
ta streams effectively - satisfies conditions of high-perfor-
mance computing. These conditions were not satisfied in
previous works [6, 2, 4, 17, 16]. Therefore, we proposed in-
terpretable multiple data streams clustering method
called ClipStream for improving forecasting accuracy and
smart grid monitoring. It uses newly proposed feature ex-
traction method from clipping representation called Fea-
Clip for data stream representation. From FeaClip out-
lier consumers can be quickly and automatically detect-
ed. The K-medoids [11] is used for clustering non-outlier
FeaClip representations. The k-sample Anderson-Darling
test [18] was adapted for a change detection of aggregat-
ed time series streams. The source code of ClipStream
method is available online3. The visualisation of the cre-
ated FeaClip representation of a randomly picked con-
sumer is shown in Figure 4. Short data stream windows
resp. representations are bordered by grey dashed lines.

The ClipStream behaviour and forecasting accuracy per-
formance were evaluated on four various smart meter
data-sets. Four clustering benchmark approaches were
also implemented for an extensive comparison. In the
most cases, our ClipStream method had better results of
forecasting than other benchmarks - in 16 from 24 cases
were best. We also evaluated the FeaClip performance
on clustering results on 85 time series datasets from the
UCR repository [5]. We discussed and experimentally
compared the computational complexity of FeaClip with
other representations methods, in which FeaClip showed
suitability for high-performance computing.

5. Individual Consumer Electricity Load Fore-
casting

The usage of all smart meter data and its clustering for
forecasting individual end-consumer electricity load was

3https://github.com/PetoLau/ClipStream

not explored in the research papers before. We conduct-
ed to propose new clustering-based forecasting method for
this task. The method uses all the data from the smart
grid, cluster them, and then uses cluster prototypes as
new training sets to forecasting methods. The motivation
behind our approach is to overcome highly noisy and fluc-
tuate (stochastic) character of individual consumers time
series.

Before clustering, time series are normalised by z-score
and normalisation parameters (mean and standard devi-
ation) are saved for every time series (consumer). The
normalised time series are then preprocessed by model-
based time series presentations (e.g. L1, GAM, median
daily profile). Final representations are clustered by K-
means or K-medoids, and the optimal number of clusters
are found by Davies-Bouldin index [7]. Centroids of orig-
inal normalised time series are computed from clustering.
These centroids are then used as training sets to forecast-
ing methods. Forecasts from centroids are denormalised
based on stored normalisation parameters to create final
forecasts for every consumer. The source code of the pro-
posed method is available online4.

Our approach was compared with a fully disaggregated
one, where an individual model was trained for every con-
sumer separately. From the evaluation of experiments, we
found that our approach is performing significantly better
than benchmark on residential datasets. Our approach is
also better scalable since it trains only K models, where
K is the number of clusters (around 20-40), against a fully
disaggregated approach that trains N models, where N is
the number of consumers (around thousands).

6. Conclusions
The main goal of the thesis, the usage of time series data
mining methods in order to improve the predictive perfor-
mance of machine learning methods and its combinations
applied on smart meter data, was achieved. The signif-
icant improvement of forecasting accuracy of aggregated
or disaggregated consumption that was based on cluster-
ing and time series representations was proved.

The main contributions of the proposed thesis can be
summarised as follows: a) new proposals of time series
representations mainly for seasonal time series. In partic-
ular, new model-based and data dictated representation
methods were proposed; b) the choice of the most suitable
forecasting methods alongside clustering of time series; c)
newly proposed ensemble learning methods; d) new inter-
pretable multiple data streams clustering method; e) new
method for individual consumer forecasting based on clus-
tering of all smart meter data; f) the open source software
package for computing time series representations5.
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Abstract
How well is software comprehensible and maintainable is
highly dependent on code modularity. Common object-
oriented modularity, for instance, puts forward technical
concerns such as reusability, but mystifies other concerns,
especially usage scenarios, which greatly help with com-
prehending software systems, but they are completely dis-
solved in code. Although there are approaches able to
modularize code according to use cases, they fail to gath-
er all the code related to a use case in one module and
to reflect its steps. Such modularization would improve
software comprehensibility and maintainability. In this
extended abstract, we briefly introduce use case driven
modularization approaches achieving this. Multiple stud-
ies were conducted to evaluate the proposed approaches.
Use case driven modularization requires less effort to fol-
low code and to apply a change in code than common
object-oriented modularization. DCI and aspect-oriented
software development with use cases add more complexi-
ty to following a use case flow in code than the use case
driven modularization approach.
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1. Introduction
What is typical for open source systems, on top of which a
lot of software systems are built, is that the code serves as
a documentation while no other documentation is avail-
able or it is very limited. Without the documentation, it
is very hard to go through hundreds of thousands lines
of code to comprehend what is program actually doing.
This is because of a high detail captured in code spread
through hundreds of files and tens of folders. With the
documentation, the situation is slightly better. Howev-
er, the documentation often cannot keep up with code
over time, because code is constantly changing in agile ap-
proaches, and documentation becomes obsoleted at some
point. A way to tackle this may be to connect the doc-
umentation to the code [12], but these connections have
to be maintained, too. Another better way may be to
bring the documentation into the code, similarity as lit-
erate programming do bring programmers’ thoughts into
code [13], but this is not a real documentation, ultimately
introducing even more confusion [16].

The high detail captured in code spread through many
files and folders negatively impacts code maintainability,
too. The root of any change lies in its change request,
which is typically formulated from the perspective of how
system is used, i.e., usage scenarios. Numerous changes
in tens of files spread through multiple directories have to
be applied in code with each commit, because code mod-
ularity puts forward rather technical concerns, but mysti-
fies other concerns, such as usage scenarios, which greatly
help to comprehend and maintain software systems, but
they are completely dissolved in code.

There are many approaches aiming to modularize code
according to use cases [8, 9, 10, 11, 15], however these
approaches are not capable of gathering all the code re-
lated to a use case in one module and to reflect its steps,
eventually failing to capture usage scenarios in code. In
this extended abstract, we briefly introduce a set of use
case driven modularization approaches gathering all the
code related to a use case in one module and reflecting its
steps. We also introduce a new approach achieving test
driven modularization.

The structure of this extended abstract is as follows.
Section 2 presents an approach to identifying use case
flows in common object-oriented code. Section 3 presents
an approach preserving use case flows in code called
InFlow. Section 4 presents literal preserving of use
case flows, which pushes the idea further. Use cases
appear right in code. Section 5 introduces an approach
achieving test driven modularization. This approach
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Table 1: The Textual Difference Between Use Cas-
es and Source Code [1]

Use case Source code
Abstraction level High Low
Language Natural Programming
Technical details No Yes
Domain specific words Yes
Form Structured

modularizes code according to tests and it is compatible
with the former approaches. Section 6 presents an
evaluation of the approaches. The evaluation is based on
multiple studies, parts of which will be briefly presented
throughout this abstract as well. Section 7 concludes this
thesis and presents remaining challenges.

2. Identifying Use Case Flows in Code
There is a significant textual similarity between use case
flows, also called use case scenarios or simply use cases,
and code. Table 1 summarizes the textual difference be-
tween use cases and source code [1]. Both use cases and
code include certain domain specific words and their for-
m is structured, though they are written in different lan-
guages. Use cases are written in natural language which
is a free, non-structured language, however in the case
of code, it has to adhere specific syntax of programming
language. On the top of that, code also includes imple-
mentation and technical details, e.g., algorithms, but use
cases do not. The major difference is the abstraction level
though. While use cases are at the high level, code is at
the low level.

Since both use cases and code include domain specific
words, it is reasonable to assume that one can be identi-
fied in the other. We propose a new method of in-code use
case identification in code [1], in which we employ issues
and commits to find the relation between use cases and
code. The relation of issues, at the side of natural lan-
guage, and their assigned commits, at the side of code, is
used. Sentences from issue descriptions are compared to
sentences from use case steps, and sentences from commits
assigned to particular issue are compared to code. Based
on the relation, we can calculate the similarity between
use case steps are issue descriptions, and link them with
code which is changed in assigned commits. For sentence
comparisons we used the following sentence similarity al-
gorithms: Levenshtein’s distance and sentence similarity
based on semantic nets and corpus statistics [14].

3. Preserving Use Case Flows in Code
We continue in making use case flows more closer to code
in this section and further. Fig. 1 shows use case Listen a
Stream of an audio streaming service on the left side and
its corresponding code on the right side. This use case
describes what does it mean to play an audio stream in
the main success scenario and handling the error status
of reaching maximum number of listeners in the alternate
flow (Extensions). The arrows connect use case steps to
corresponding statements in code.

As you can see, each use case is represented by a use case
class, in this case, the use case is represented by the Lis-

tenStream class in code. Step 1 activates the use case
for which we reserved special method run. In Step 2,
the system prompts for credit cart details, because the

audio streaming service is payed. This is represented in
code as rendering of a form. In Step 3, the user enters
credit card details, which is basically filling up the ren-
dered form. Their action of submitting the form is routed
to the corresponding method of which declaration repre-
sents this step. Notice that the statements in methods
must be executed in the order of use case steps, otherwise
the functionality would be changed, this is how we ensure
the order of use case steps is preserved.

In object-oriented modularization, this code would be
typically scattered across multiple files and folders, but
in this case, the code related to a use case is in one
place and the intent is readable right from the code.
Potentially, such code can be understood also by end
users [2].

These use case classes are attached to the domain mod-
el using a special annotation called InFlow, which is also
the name of the approach [6]. What this annotation do is
redirecting control flow from a particular domain object
to the corresponding method of the use case object. Note
that the context of the domain object and the use case
object are accessible in the corresponding method imple-
mentation. The annotation employs metaprogramming
to achieve this, but we implemented it in Ruby, AspectJ,
and PHP using design patterns.

4. Literal Preserving of Use Case Flows
The idea of preserving use cases from the previous section
is pushed to its limits in the next approach [4, 7] briefly
introduced in this section. The use case texts are includ-
ed right in code, literally preserving them in code, while
retaining the benefits of object-oriented decomposition.
Consider use case Add Product into Cart [7]:

# Use case Add Product into Cart

## Main flow
1. User selects to add a product into cart
2. System saves the product into cart
3. System notifies user about updating

shopping cart
4. Include "Show Cart"

# Code

## view/product-detail.html
‘‘‘html
<h3>{%=o.product.name%}</h3>
<p>{%#o.product.description%}</p>
<div>{%=o.product.price%}</div>
<a id="add-into-cart">Add into cart</a>
‘‘‘

## model/Cart.js
‘‘‘js
({ add: function (id) {...} })
‘‘‘

## controller/public.js
‘‘‘js
(function () {
this.addIntoCart = function (event) {
require({
Cart: "model/Cart.js"

...
‘‘‘

As can be seen, the use case text is on the top of this
Markdown file, also called a use case file, and below it,
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Figure 1: Preserving use case flows in source code [6].

is implementation. The implementation is consisted of
multiple partial parts, e.g., partial classes, each of which
can be in different programming language.

Changes to these use case files are propagated to the ex-
ecuted code, also called merged code, and changes to the
executed code are propagated back to the use case files,
as can be seen in Fig. 2 [5]. This is how we achieve inter-
language modularization.

The modularization of the executed code can be of any
kind, but the approach works well when the use case driv-
en approaches are used for the executed code, such as
Data-Context-Interaction [8, 15] or aspect oriented soft-
ware development with use cases [10, 11]. Since our stud-
ies were based on real systems, we used object-oriented
modularization of the executed code in these examples.

A special representation of use cases in code was ex-
plored, too, where each method, also called a use case
step method, in a use case class represents one use case
step. Use case step methods have names resembling
sentences of use case steps in the camel case format. For

Figure 2: Synchronizing changes among multiple
views on software [5].

this, a framework was developed [3].12 The framework
executes the use case methods in the order of how it is
specified in the use case text. A basic text analysis of the
use case text is performed for this.

The example representation of use case Add Article fol-
lows [4]:

class AddArticle {
selectsAddArticle () {...}
promptsFor (args = [’title’, ’content’]) {...}
writesAnArticle () {...}
...

}

As can be seen from this example, in step The system
prompts for the article title and content of this use case
represented by the second method in the example class,
we also experimented to extract attributes title and
content from the use case step and provide them in the
use case method as parameters. These can be used to
change behavior right from the use case text, and po-
tentially, bring end-users closer to programming [2]. We
name this approach literal inter-language use case driven
modularization and denote it further as Literal.3

5. From Preserving Use Cases to Preserving
Tests

Continuing with the example from the previous section,
a new section of Tests is introduced in the use case file to
preserve user acceptance and unit tests [5], in this case,
user acceptance test Adding products into the cart :

1See https://bitbucket.org/bystricky/literal-use-
cases.
2See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R4ArqH4ZdgI.
3See http://useion.com/.
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# Tests

## tests/features/cart.feature
‘‘‘feature
Feature: Shopping cart

Scenario: Adding products into the cart
Given I am on the test page
When I click on "Add into cart"
Then I should see "Test product"
And I should see "120 EUR"
...
‘‘‘

## tests/unit/cart.js

‘‘‘js
...
Cart.empty();
assert(
Cart.getAll().length === 0, "The cart should
be empty");

Cart.add({...});
assert(Cart.getAll().length === 1, "...");
...
‘‘‘

As can be seen, the user acceptance test covers one sce-
nario of the Add Product into Cart use case. Unit test
Cart partially covers methods executed in the context of
this use case. Notice, it is clear which parts of use case
are implemented and tested.

Pure test views can be created by placing a test on the
top of the Markdown file and the code for the test would
be below. This will enable to modularize code entirely ac-
cording to tests achieving test driven modularization [5].
We further denote this approach as TDM. Note, both use
case driven and test driven modularizations can be used
simultaneously.

6. Evaluation
We evaluated the proposed approaches as well as the state
of the art approaches: Data-Context-Interaction further
denoted as DCI, aspect-oriented software development
with use cases denoted as AOSD-UC, and also, common
object-oriented approach with Model-View-Controller
denoted as MVC. The evaluation was based on multiple
studies: an audio streaming service consisting of 12 use
cases, a real world application of content management
system of 25 use cases, an open source e-shop application
OpenCart consisting of 55 use cases. In total, the studies
embraced 92 use cases.

We considered an effort to comprehend a use case and an
effort to make a change, such as, integrating an extension
flow with the main flow, adding, removing, adjusting steps
in the main flow or an extension flow, but also commits
from version control systems. The effort is measured by
the number of context switches, the number of lines of
code, and the number of opened files, which are needed to
be overcome to comprehend a use case or apply a change.
A context switch is a necessity to look elsewhere than
at the next statement when following particular use case
flow in code.

Following a use case flow is easier in InFlow than in DCI
and AOSD-UC, though InFlow introduces a lot of code
indirection, which could eventually lower the comprehen-
sion. DCI scatters use case implementation into roles [17],

which made very hard to follow a use case also because
DCI does not preserve all the steps of use cases compared
to InFlow and AOSD-UC. InFlow annotation enables to
see traceability links from domain model to use cases, but
this is not possible in DCI nor AOSD-UC. AOSD-UC is
better in making a change than InFlow, because it expos-
es all the behavior for a use case in one aspect, but InFlow
is better than DCI.

MVC, compared to Literal, requires much more effort to
follow and change a use case, because use cases are scat-
tered in many modules in MVC. But the overall results
speak in favor of TDM, because user acceptance test mod-
ules are covering just one flow of use cases, therefore the
test modules are smaller and better comprehensible. Al-
so, test driven modularization includes the test right in
code, which reduces switching between tests and code in
test driven development.

The approach of in-code use case identification in code
was evaluated on a study of the OpenCart e-shop applica-
tion employing 16 use cases written in an object-oriented
way. The approach achieved the recall of 3.37% and pre-
cision of 75%, but the success of the approach strongly de-
pends on issues and commits assigned to them. It would
help, if use case driven modularization was applied from
the beginning. Although the results do not seem good,
finding at least one module per use case greatly helps in
locating use cases in code.

7. Conclusions and Challenges
How well is software comprehensible and maintainable is
highly dependent on code modularity. Unfortunately, use
cases, which help very much with comprehending system
are completely dissolved in code. This is because common
modularization puts forward technical concerns, such as
reusability. Approaches able to modularize code accord-
ing to use cases tackle this problem, but they fail to gather
all the code related to a use case in one module and to re-
flect its steps. In this extended abstract, we introduced a
set of use case driven modularization approaches achiev-
ing this.

Multiple studies were conducted to evaluate the approach-
es. Use case driven modularization requires less effort to
follow code and to apply a change in code than common
object-oriented modularization. DCI and aspect-oriented
software development with use cases add more complexi-
ty to following a use case flow in code than our approach,
called InFlow. InFlow, however, introduces a lot of code
indirection which can worsen code comprehensibility.

Test driven modularization employing user acceptance
tests in code reduces switching between tests and code
in test driven development. User acceptance test driven
modularization also lower the complexity of modules
compared to the use case modules, because a user
acceptance test describes only one usage scenario while
a use case describes multiple usage scenarios, therefore
user acceptance test modules are smaller and more
comprehensible.

We consider multiple remaining points to be challeng-
ing. Use case driven modularization brings end-users clos-
er to programming, as we showed, but they still have
to cope with programming constructs. It would help if
programming languages employed natural language con-
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structs. Next, adjusting use cases to be more closer to
code, and not the other way around, may bring a differ-
ent view on software, which could be the next promising
step towards end-user software engineering. Further, use
case driven modularization is superior to common object-
oriented modularization, though test driven modulariza-
tion is even better. It would be interesting to explore
other views such as page flow view and their comparison
with use case views and test views.
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Abstract
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1. Introduction
Principles of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) bring
many advantages into software development [7]. However,
its application can fetch along some problems especially
when models and Model Driven Development (MDD) is
involved. Using the models is not an easy task [9]. We
face several elementary problems:

• how to unify different models (or at least how to
find common vocabulary)

• how to utilize this unification for effective support
of the MDD process and

• how to support models verification (debugging)

According to our opinion, one concept which could bring
required results and improvements is an application of de-
sign patterns within MDD. Natural requirements of every
engineering discipline − reusing some ”good practices” of
the given field − are presented in design patterns.

SOA Design Patterns are currently published only in in-
formal text form. This kind of pattern description brings
some limitations[1]:

• users of the pattern must be aware of the existence
of the pattern

• they have to know how to apply it,

• it is highly probable that every user of pattern cre-
ates a slightly different solution,

• it is difficult to manually modify all areas of the
solution which were affected by the pattern and

• manual application of the pattern may bring a mis-
take.

Therefore, design patterns representation is critical to
their successful application.

The structure of this extended abstract is as follows. In
the second section, we will briefly introduce existing ap-
proaches for SOA Design Patterns utilization and open
problem are introduced. In the third section, we will pro-
pose our method for application of SOA Design Patterns
in MDD. In the fourth section, we will describe our ex-
periments and the last fifth section contains conclusion.
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2. Background
Existing research sources offer only few existing approach-
es for application of SOA Design Patterns. Authors in [16,
14, 15] propose a method for formalization of limited
patterns group with application of SoaML and Event-B.
SoaML is used for (semi)formal representation of pattern-
s in models and Event-B is used as a method for ver-
ification if pattern in models are correctly used. This
approach enables modeling structural and behavioral as-
pects of patterns. Another approach uses ontology [12].
Authors transform patterns into ontology which suggests
pattern according to user requirements in form of ques-
tions and corresponding answers. Both of these approach-
es has some limitations. The first one has limited appli-
cation only for message oriented patterns and the second
one does not allow to verify system models but only sug-
gests patterns according to user requirements. In addi-
tion, user has to apply pattern by himself/herself. The
last approach [4] declares representation of SOA Design
Patterns only by Service Component Architecture (SCA)
standards and patterns are formalized by utilization of
their Domain Specific Language (DSL) for ”rules cards”
based on SCA metrics. A rule describes a metric, a re-
lationship, or a combination of other rules using set of
custom operators. This approach supports identification
of pattern variants in SCA model but does not support
modeling with pattern involved.

SOA Design Patterns are influenced by patterns from oth-
er areas. Therefore, we studied also several approaches
from object oriented paradigm, service iteration patterns
and enterprise integration. After having done an analysis
of different methods, we came to the following conclusion:

Approaches for the object oriented design patterns are
mostly focused on generating code in specific program-
ming language. SOA Design Patterns often appear in a
higher abstract form, which mostly can not be directly
converted into executable programming language code.

Petri’s or Open nets used for Service interaction patterns
are closely linked to a concept of services communicating
through messages and connected channels. SOA Design
Patterns publication contains many categories which are
not concerned with messages, these approaches are not
suitable for all of them.

SOA Design Pattern are published in informal text way.
Therefore, if we want to reach better utilization of com-

puters with its manipulation, we need to define at least
some (semi)formal representation of patterns. If we would
like to support modelling of architecture in SOA based
systems, one of the most important sections of design pat-
tern definition is a structure. Our main goal is to propose
an approach for better application of SOA Design Pat-
terns [7].

We set following requirements for new method:

• Propose a transformation process of SOA Design
Patterns from informal text representation into new
computer acceptable form.

• Include support for representation and identification
of SOA Design Patterns which enable its application
during modeling of system.

• Include support for modification suggestions of sys-
tem’s model according to rules from pattern appli-
cation in order to remove well known bad design
structures.

• Enable evaluation of design quality according to
identified design patters in models.

A language independence in modeling language and also
supporting tool is main criterion for method implementa-
tion.

3. Our Method for SOA Design Patterns Appli-
cation

Rigorous and precise structural modeling of SOA design
patterns could be reached by a graph theory and category
theory.

Graphs, as bases for structural modeling of patterns, sup-
port quite easily patterns transformation to required mod-
el notation. Graph algorithms and databases, which could
bring flexibility and tool support to application of pat-
terns, can be also used. This utilization of graphs also
supports describing (nested) variable sub-models as well
as inter-pattern synchronization across several diagrams
or models synchronization [11]. Graph grammar could be
also used for (semi)automatic transformation of models.

Our approach is based on approaches from [2, 6] and ob-
ject oriented analysis. It defines common vocabulary for
annotating system models with extra information and en-
ables reusing of ”good practices” from patterns in devel-
opment.(Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Overview of proposed approach. Pattern participants and relationships are used for annotating
models on different levels of abstraction. This enables identification of pattern instances and eventually
correctness checking of whole design with patterns.
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Figure 2: Overview of transformation process.

The authors in [2] propose a language-independent ap-
proach for visual patterns modeling which could be used
in MDD. They applied their approach to a formalization
of object-oriented patterns and provide simple examples
of how to apply their approach to other kinds of design
patterns like work-flow patterns and enterprise integra-
tion patterns (EIP). However, the authors did not apply
their approach to SOA Design Patterns [7]. Authors also
do not propose method for identification of pattern in ex-
isting system models and method for modification of the
model according to patterns.

First of all, we defined transformation process (Fig. 2) in
order to represent pattern in more computer acceptable
form. Input for the process is an informal textual design
pattern specification and its output is a pattern profile
suitable for computer processing.

The descriptions of an individual process steps follow:

1. Identification of pattern participants and theirs roles
with object oriented analysis of the informal textual
pattern specification.

2. Definition of pattern vocabulary and structure.

3. Identification of possible pattern variants.

4. Definition of new pattern profile with sections for
problem and solution variants, pattern context, pat-
tern impacts and pattern application.

Pattern as well as its instance can have many variations
([13]). We need to find out how we could describe these
variations as precisely as possible. Authors in [2] pro-
pose so-called variable pattern for purpose of capturing
variation of design pattern instances. Individual pattern
variants are modeled according to structural constrains

from created pattern vocabulary. Fig. 3 shows an ex-
ample of one variant for the Canonical Protocol Pattern.
Figure contains variant for situation when all services in
inventory use standardized communication protocol.

Some patterns like Enterprise Inventory pattern can be
applied only in specific context - within small to medi-
um size organization with legacy systems and sufficient
resources. All pattern variants of this pattern must con-
form this conditions. However, if we add these conditions
directly into each diagram, diagram could be unreadable
and also could contains cross-cutting concerns. Pattern
context is defined as extra diagram and synchronized with
individuals variants.

Pattern variant has unique impacts on the design. If de-
signer knows these impacts, he/she can choose design with
required characteristic and quality. Impact can influence
some of participants in instance of pattern variant (or only
subset of them) in specific time and duration.

The application of pattern is defined as a transformation
process from problem variable pattern into solution vari-
able pattern with utilization of typed attributed graph
transformation system (GTS) and graph grammar [6].

Now, we have method to describe SOA design patterns in
more (semi)formal representation. However, if we want
to reach a better application of the SOA design patterns
in MDD, we need to find solutions for another problems.
The first problem is concerned with a format variability of
the system models. Each stakeholder in process of SOA
based system development could use different notification
for description of his/her parts. Transformation of SOA
Design pattern into computer acceptable form makes it
possible to use a common vocabulary for annotation of
objects in different models which results in easier under-
standing of these labels.

<<Service>>
Service

<<Inventory>>
Inventory

<<Communication Protocol>>
CommunicationProtocolis used by

uses

is stored in

contains

is standardized in standardizes

Figure 3: Example of Canonical Protocol Pattern variant definition.
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If we combine all pattern vocabularies from all trans-
formed patterns, the result is meta-model for modeling all
parts of SOA based system in which elements from trans-
formed patterns are participating (and pattern instances
can be identified). Our meta-model also allows us to check
structural correctness of the system or to create graph
grammar that conforms to the input meta-model ([10]).
Utilization of meta-model enables semi-automatic mod-
ification of the model by applying transformation rules
defined in patterns profiles. Pattern are added to the ex-
isting models with utilization of pattern-annotated mod-
el [3].

The second problem is how to detect pattern variant in
system design to find any possible problems in it. More-
over, elements forming design patterns need to be located,
interpreted and connected in the right manner. How to
do it?

Authors in [2] do not offer algorithm for detection of de-
sign pattern instances because they manually select de-
sired pattern and create its instance during modelling of
the system. They only propose algorithm for pattern sat-
isfaction. It performs a depth-first traversal of the Emp
tree, counting the occurrences of the variable parts along
the way and finally check if these occurrences satisfy the
given constraint of variable parts. Some steps of this al-
gorithm rely on graph pattern matching. Expansion set is
a core part in the process of a pattern satisfaction. Model
satisfies a variable pattern in case some pattern expansion
is found in this model.

Unlike the approach described in the [2, 3], we do not
use pattern instances during designing phase, instead we
assume that SOA patterns originate from SOA princi-
ples [7]. Therefore, we use several system models that are
annotated with patterns participants roles and then we
look for possible pattern instances. We offer to apply sets
of paths for description of variable patterns and unifica-
tion of a detected path in the pattern-annotated model
for detection of variable pattern instances.

In contrast to original approach in [2], designer with our
method can start with modeling the SOA based system
without any knowledge about all existing patterns. De-
signer only has to use pattern participants vocabulary.
The correctness of the system is verified in (semi)automat-
ic manner with utilization of a knowledge base created
from formalized SOA Design Patterns. This results into
the benefit that less experienced designer without knowl-
edge about all design patterns could be able to design
the system and reach almost the same design quality as a
designer who knows all patterns.

4. Experiments and Evaluation
We set up testing environment and conducted several ex-
periments which were focused on different areas:

4.1 Pattern Transformation to Proposed Profile and
Creation of a Knowledge Base of Patterns

We experimented with the following SOA design patterns:
Canonical Protocol, Canonical Schema, Domain Invento-
ry, Enterprise Inventory, Entity Abstraction, Logic Cen-
tralization, Policy Centralization, Process Abstraction,
Process Centralization, Rules Centralization, Service Lay-
er, Service Normalization, Schema Centralization, and U-

tility Abstraction, Redundant implementation. We trans-
formed all these patterns and stored them in the knowl-
edge base prototype. All of these patterns were be able
to transform into new profiles.

4.2 Definition of Domain Specific Language for An-
notation of SOA Solution with Pattern Vocabu-
lary

Our approach is language independent and can be im-
plemented in different forms. We used it in models with
utilization of UML stereotypes but also for experimenting
and testing we created a DSL named soa:Pt for creating
pattern annotated models. In our case, language is fo-
cused on modelling of SOA based system domain. As an
internal DSL is soa:Pt built on top of hosting language
Clojure 1. Semantic model [8] of this language is a meta-
model created by combination of all individual pattern
meta-models. Cardinality between domain objects is not
used because it is defined in individual pattern variants.
Each time a new pattern is added to meta-model, new lan-
guage structure is also added. soa:Pt controls if allowed
relationships used among domain objects (where inherit-
ed relationships are included) fulfills language semantic
model.

4.3 Identification and Reconstruction of Pattern
Variant Instance with Utilization of Graph
Database

Our aim is not to define a new algorithm for detection of
path in attributed graph, but to use already existing solu-
tion for detection of path in an attributed graph, therefore
we use Neo4j2 - graph database which offers declarative
language Cypher for path definition and detection. In or-
der to initialize database with data, soa:Pt statements are
translated into Neoj4 Cypher query.

4.4 Use Cases Testing
We had two types of use case tests. Firstly, we defined sev-
eral tests for each pattern inspired by case studies from [7].
These tests simulate adequate environment in which pat-
tern variants have to be identified and applied. The sec-
ond type of testing was performed on a real project. This
project is relatively new and its development started from
scratch. Service Oriented Architecture principles and mi-
cro-services are first-class citizens in this project. The
project was developed in the organization, which started
up just a short time before its beginning. There is no
legacy software, its culture is very flexible and develop-
ment is based on agile methodology. Core development
team consists of 5 people. In the first few months of de-
velopment, the focus was given to prototyping and no
architectural documentations was created. Services were
created taking into consideration the principles of SOA,
but without knowledge of SOA Design Pattern (most de-
velopers have a little knowledge about them). After some
time we started to create models and documentation of
created services in UML diagrams and ArchiMate. These
diagrams were taken and rewritten into soa:Pt. One of
system requirements was:

1Clojure, http://clojure.org/
2Neo4j.org, neo4j: World’s Leading Graph Database,
http://www.neo4j.org/
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Figure 4: One instance of Privilege Manager is used by several services.
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Figure 5: Redundant Implementation example. Top side shows identified problem and bottom side
proposed solution (red color represent remove modification and green add).

Business requires to manage user access to element data
according to his/her privileges. Data Privilege Manager
were developed for this purpose. This agnostic service
is used in several service compositions (etc. with Ticket
Manager, Work Reports Manager and Elements Manag-
er). Only one instance of Data filtering service was de-
ployed on production servers (Fig. 4).

How do we know that this design fulfills all requirements
[5] for manageable, efficient and robust system based on
SOA principles? We ran our pattern detection method on
system models and i.e. we were able to identified this:

Problem was identified in services for managing user priv-
ileges and filtering element data. Data Filtering service is
used in several service compositions, but only one service
instance was deployed on production services. Problem
pattern variant for Redundant Implementation was iden-
tified in actual design. According to the identified design
pattern variant, that service is a single failure point for
any other services. New design (Fig. 5) was created where

DF Load-balancer acts as a service facade for additional
instances of service. According to design profile we know
that this new design brings new impacts of complexity of
infrastructure and increases requirements on service gov-
ernment.

We were capable to remove several identified problems
from system with utilization of pattern application rules
and improve its design quality.

4.5 Evaluation
According to these tests, we are able to identify variants
of SOA Design Patterns in existing models only with ap-
plication of pattern vocabulary, knowledge base created
during process of (semi)formalization of SOA design pat-
terns and graph database which contains data from these
models. In addition, we are able to suggest design modi-
fication which can remove well known problems described
in SOA design patterns. Moreover, design quality can be
calculated from impacts of identified pattern variants in
system.
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5. Conclusion
In this extended abstract we have presented a new ap-
proach for better application of SOA Design Patterns in
the process of SOA solutions modelling. Transformation
of existing informal pattern definitions into computer ac-
ceptable form with application of category theories and
graph theories have been presented. Our design pat-
tern profile was also presented. Pattern profile contain-
s information about impacts of individuals pattern vari-
ant, which can be in the future used for calculating over-
all score of system quality according to identified pat-
tern variants. Application of design patterns with uti-
lization of graph grammar and transformation system are
also parts of the pattern profile. Graph grammar sup-
ports semi-automatic calculation of alternative solution
from which identified instances of pattern problems are
removed. Transformation of several SOA Design Pattern-
s lets us to create knowledge base of patterns and define
vocabulary which can be used in annotating of SOA so-
lution models. On the top of this vocabulary, we created
simple DSL which has a support for syntax verification
of models and unify system model into graph represen-
tation. This unified representation of the whole system
design is used for searching instances of pattern variants
stored in knowledge base. We have introduced a new way
of description and detection of pattern variants with ap-
plication of graph paths and existing graph database lan-
guage. And finally, we experimented with several SOA
design patterns in synthetic use cases as well as in the
real project. Application on the real project leads to i-
dentified problems areas of creating system and permits
us to fix it. According to these results we believe that we
fulfill our main goals in dissertation thesis.
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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to give an estimated number of
routers in an ad hoc network, assuming its graph mod-
el is provided. There are two approaches proposed, both
utilising the notion of dominating set of nodes. Firstly
it is concerned with theoretical derivation of a new lower
bound for the expectation of domination number for ran-
dom graphs with base graph being a Cartesian product
of cycles. This bound is based on already proven cases of
Vizing’s conjecture. Evaluation of accuracy and compar-
ison to another known lower bound (particularly the one
based on the vertex degree counting) was realised by sim-
ulations. The proposed new lower bound is more precise
than the other one in the interval of lower values of the
probability parameter p.

The second objective was realisation of a heuristic algo-
rithm for finding a minimum dominating set. We focused
only on the graphs with power law degree distribution
which present a good model of real world networks. Pro-
posed algorithm is based on adding the vertices which
have neighbours of minimum degree. On our test sample
the worst case increase in dominating set size compared
to the minimum one was 15.7% and when the reduction
of unnecessary vertices was used, it was below 5%. But
the execution time was by few orders shorter than it was
in the case of greedy algorithm. This can make signifi-
cant difference in the case of large graphs and allows for
dominating set size estimation even when the use of other
methods would be intractable.
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1. Introduction
Random graphs, as well as the problem of domination in
graphs, are studied for several decades for their own sake.
Some interesting results connecting both topics was pre-
sented by Wieland and Godbole in [1]. It considers one
of the classical Erdős-Rényi models [12], namely G(n, p),
where all possible edges on n vertices are chosen inde-
pendently with equal probability p. Here we restrict the
edges which may appear in a random graph by fixing the
base graph to a cycle graph. Domination number for a
Cartesian product of cycles (not random) was studied by
Klavžar and Seifter in [2].

Present paper concentrates on developing lower bound
on the expected domination number for random graph-
s, which have a Cartesian product of cycles as their base
graph. For a finite cycle graph itself, it is possible to count
all of its subgraphs of the same order. These are basically
isolated vertices, paths or the original cycle. For all of
these subgraphs it is easy to determine domination num-
ber and so it is for expected value of domination number of
a random cycle. Furthermore, as Vizing’s conjecture hold-
s for all of these subgraphs, it gives us the lower bound for
mean domination number also for random graphs which
can be constructed from cycles by Cartesian product, i.e.
tori. We have made simulations for 2 and 3 dimensional
tori and compared the results with other bound known for
random graphs with a regular base graph. Each of them
performs better on some interval of probability parameter
p. Thus combining the two lower bounds could give more
precise results.

After some preliminaries are given in the first section,
the section 2.1 contains formulae describing probability
distribution of particular subgraphs which can arise from
a random graph with the cycle base graph. Then fol-
lows the explicit expression for the exact value of mean
domination number for such a random graph. Section
2.4 shows the lower bound of mean domination number
for random graphs which have their base graph composed
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from Cartesian product of cycles, which is the main result
of the paper. Section 2.5 describes algorithm of an alter-
native approach. And finally, section 2.6 gives comparison
of both lower bounds with simulation results.

1.1 Domination Number
Dominating set of a simple graphG is some subsetD ⊆ V ,
such that each vertex v ∈ V is either in D or is adjacent to
some vertex from D [5]. Formally, ∀v ∈ V −D,N(v)∩D 6=
∅, where N(v) is an open neighbourhood of vertex v,
N(v) = {u|uv ∈ E}. Cardinality of minimum dominating
set (MDS) over all dominating sets of G is called domi-
nation number of G and is denoted γ(G). We will denote
relative dominating number γr(G) = γ(G)/n. Finding an
arbitrary dominating set is not difficult – V (G) is triv-
ially the dominating set of G. But to find a minimum
dominating set is, in general, a problem belonging to the
NP-complete complexity class [5].

However, for some special class of graphs it may not be
too difficult to determine γ(G). It is easy to see, that for
an infinite path or cycle γr = 1/3. In general, for each k-
regular graph holds γr ≥ 1/(k + 1), as each vertex covers
itself and k neighbours.

1.2 Random Graphs
There are several models used to formalise the notion
of random graph [12]. We are going to use the model
G(G, p), which is the probability space over all graphs
which can arise from an ordinary base graph G by inde-
pendently removing its edges with probability q = 1−p, or
keeping an edge with probability 0 < p < 1. We call par-
ticular graphs H created in this way from a base graph G
the realisations, or instances, of random graph and write
H ∈ G(G, p). Clearly, we have H ⊆ G and V (G) = V (H).
Probability of obtaining a graph H with m = |E(H)|
edges is P(H) = pmqN−m, where N is the total number
of all possible edges on n vertices, e.g. N =

(
n
2

)
for com-

plete graph Kn and N = n for a cycle Cn. Often the
probability parameter is assumed to depend on graph or-
der (hence denoted pn), but we consider its value to be
set regardless of n.

One of the aims of this paper is to enumerate all possible
realisations of random graph G(Cn, p), which we will call
a random cycle. This readily provides the expression for
exact value of mean MDS size, which in turn gives lower
bound also for other graphs composed from the cycles.

2. Expected Domination Number of G(Cn, p)

Each invariant of a graph, for instance the maximum ver-
tex degree, becomes a random variable in random graph.
It is clear that the domination number of a cycle is
γr(C) = 1/3. But how does it look like for a random
cycle? We are particularly interested in the probability
distribution of domination number for a random cycle and
its expected value, for which the explicit formulae are giv-
en here, as well as for the lower bound of MDS size for
random torus graphs.

2.1 Probability Distribution
Possible realisations of a finite random cycle G(Cn, p)
range from an empty graph on n vertices K̄ (which we
surely get when p = 0), to the original cycle base graph
Cn (which must be obtained when p = 1). In all cases
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Figure 1: A realisation of random cycle with base
graph C16. It consists of alternating connected
(solid black) and disconnected (dashed) edge se-
quences.

we can recognise some pattern in there, created by alter-
nating sequences of connected and disconnected (isolated)
vertices. In Fig. 1 we denote the length of each such se-
quence k, provided that white sequences (i.e. sequences of
missing edges) are distinguished by a bar over the length
number. As we can immediately determine the domina-
tion number of Pn and K̄n and thus the domination num-
ber of any instance of random cycle, the main task here
is to find out the distribution of particular realisations.

If we identify all edges that are present in a realisation
of random cycle with black beads, and all missing edges
with white beads, we get a so called bicolour necklace.
Formally, these are equivalence classes of strings over two
symbols under rotation [10, 11]. Only the lengths and
order of black and white sequences is important. Num-
ber of different bicolour necklaces for a given size n has
been studied already in 1950s. Result can be found for
instance in [9]. But we turn our attention to the total
number of paths of length k, which may arise in all possi-
ble realisations of random cycle G(Cn, p). We will denote
its expected number as Dn,k(p) and it can be expressed
as

Dn,k(p) =
∑

G|Pk⊆G

P(G) ·mk(G), (1)

where the sum goes over all graphs G containing a path
of length k as its subgraph. The mk(G) is number of
such paths in G. Probability of getting G is according
to the random graph model equal to P(G) =

(
n
k

)
pkqn−k.

There are two distinguished cases comprised in the above
formula. Obviously it holds

Dn,k(p) = pkqn−k, k = 0, n, (2)

and moreover we have

Dn,k(p) = npkq2, 1 ≤ k < n− 1 (3)

Dn,k(p) = npn−1q, k = n− 1. (4)

Assuming that removing of edges from base graph occurs
independently of each other and with constant probabil-
ity q, the equations (2) – (4) can be interpreted as an
expected number of connected sequences of length k in
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a realisation of random graph with Cn as its base graph
G(Cn, p).

But occurrence of k edges missing in a row (sequence of
white beads) is described by the same distribution, as
we can change the probability of edge to be present to
missing by swapping the values of p and q. In other
words, it holds that Dn,k(p) = Dn,k̄(q), or equivalently
Dn,k̄(p) = Dn,k(1 − p), so we can use the same formulae

to get number of parts with k̄ missing edges, it means
k − 1 isolated vertices, in a row.

2.2 Expected Domination Number
In this section we show explicit formula for the mean value
of the minimum dominating set size for a finite random
cycle G(Cn, p) of order n with probability of edge to be
present p. Further, mean of the relative size of MDS and
its limit for an infinite cycle is given.

We can readily determine the domination number of any
particular realisation of a random cycle, which always con-
sists only of paths and isolated vertices. Each path Pk

consisting of k edges can be covered by
⌈
k+1

3

⌉
vertices

(which must be added to dominating set). For the cycle
Cn it changes to

⌈
n
3

⌉
. We can assign the expected number

of occurrence to each case by Dn,k(p).

Occurrence of k̄ missing edges in a row, which happens
Dn,k̄(p) times on average, generates k−1 isolated vertices.
These must be all included in the dominating set. If there
are no edges, then all n vertices must be added. Knowing
domination number of each connected component Gi of
a graph G =

⊎
Gi (which is a disjoint union of its com-

ponents) determines also its domination number as the
sum γ(G) =

∑
γ(Gi), which also includes the number of

isolated vertices as each forms a separate component (K̄n

forms always n components, not a single one).

We will denote a discrete random variable describing MD-
S size for a realisation of random cycle by Γ(Cn, p). As
explained above, its probability distribution is actually
also connected to Dn,k(p). In general, expected value of
Γ is by definition E{Γ(G, p)} =

∑
P(G) · γ(G). In our

case we assume Γ = Γ(Cn, p) and the sum runs for all
possible realisations of G(Cn, p). Since the number of iso-
lated vertices can be expressed as nq2, after substituting
for Dn,k(p) and applying the formula for the sum of geo-
metric series (or its derivative) we can simplify the mean
value to

E{Γ} = nq2 +

n−1∑

i=1

⌈
i+ 1

3

⌉
Dn,i(p) +

⌈n
3

⌉
pn (5)

Dividing (5) by n gives the relative mean value of mini-
mum dominating set size.

E{Γr} = q2

{
1 +

pn−1

q
+

n−2∑

i=1

⌈
i+ 1

3

⌉
pi
}

+ pn (6)

Now taking the limit of (6) for n→∞ gives the average
fraction of vertices which forms the minimum dominating
set for a (possibly infinite) random cycle.

lim
n→∞

E{Γ(Cn, p)}
n

=
1

p2 + p+ 1
(7)

Previous equations (5) – (7) holds for 0 < p < 1. This
guarantees convergence of geometric series in p and van-

ishing powers of p in the limit. For the border values of
p it is no longer a random graph. However, it is easy to
see that for p = 0 the MDS must always include all of n
vertices, so γ = n, and for p = 1 it is γ(Cn) = dn/3e.

2.3 Using Vizing’s Conjecture
Results from the previous section can be used to deter-
mine precisely the mean value of MDS for a random cycle.
But in practice, the cycle has very simple topology with
limited applications. On the other hand, meshes and tori
were used in the past as models for transputer network-
s and are used today, for example, as models for sensor
networks. Some attempts have already been made to set
bounds for the mean of MDS size for regular graphs [13].
We use the Vizing’s conjecture to get better lower bound
of MDS size expectation for random tori.

Vizing’s conjecture, which in its general form is still an
open problem for half of century states, that the domina-
tion number of Cartesian product of two graphs is greater
than or equal to the product of their domination numbers.

γ(G�H) ≥ γ(G) · γ(H) (8)

The conjecture, or its variants, have been proved for sev-
eral special classes of graphs. Details can be found, for
instance, in [5] or in the survey [7].

To make use of Vizing’s conjecture for the expectation
of domination numbers instead of domination numbers
itself, we must first ensure that it holds for each realisa-
tion of random graphs under consideration. As discussed
above, from G(Cn, p) we can only get cycle, path, or a
graph consisting of several paths and possibly isolated
vertices. In 2007 Aharoni and Szabó proved the conjec-
ture for all chordal graphs, i.e. for graphs which have an
edge between each pair of non-adjacent vertices in a cy-
cle of length greater than 3 [6, 7]. Graphs containing no
cycle, like paths, are trivially chordal.

Furthermore, the cycle is known to satisfy so called B-G
property (after Barcalkin and German) [5, 8]. Graph-
s with this property also meets the Vizing’s conjecture.
Proof can be found in [7]. Thus all realisations of random
cycle are graphs for which Vizing’s conjecture holds, and
it can be used to set the lower bound on expected value
of γ for some random torus G(Tn,m, p).

2.4 Vizing’s Conjecture for the Mean
Let G(G, p) and G(H, p) be random graphs such that (8)
holds for each pair of their realisations G and H respec-
tively, G(G, p)�G(H, p) is their Cartesian product and ΓG,
ΓH and ΓG�H denotes random variables acquiring values
of corresponding domination numbers of particular ran-
dom graph realisations. Then using the fact that expec-
tation of a positive quantity is also positive, the linearity
of expectation and independence of realisations G and H
it can be easily shown, that

E[ΓG�H ]− E[ΓG] · E[ΓH ] ≥ 0. (9)

And from (9) we readily see desired result for the lower
bound on mean domination number of a random 2d torus.

E {Γ(Tm,n, p)} ≥ E {Γ(Cm, p)} · E {Γ(Cn, p)} (10)

We can substitute to the right hand side for the expecta-
tion of MDS size of random cycle from either (5), (6) or
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(7) to obtain a result of particular interest. For instance,
we get

E {Γr(T, p)} ≥ 1

(p2 + p+ 1)2
(11)

for an infinite two dimensional torus base graph. We will
refer to this lower bound as LB1.

2.5 Degree Counting
Here we describe an algorithm for computation of anoth-
er lower bound. Bounds on expectation of MDS size for
any random graphs with a k-regular base graph was in-
troduced by Nehéz in [13]. The lower bound is based on
counting vertices in descending order of their degree, un-
til all of n vertices are covered. We compare this bound,
denoted as LB2 hereafter, to the results obtained by Viz-
ing’s conjecture in the previous section.

Among other results on MDS size bounds based on vertex
degree presented in [5], the theorem 2.12 states that if
(d1, d2, . . . , dn) is the degree sequence of graph G ordered
in such a way that di ≥ di+1, then

γ(G) ≥ min{t|t+ d1 + d2 + · · ·+ dt ≥ n}. (12)

The dominating set must include at least so many ver-
tices, that there is enough incident edges to connect all
remaining vertices. To cover all of the n vertices in a
graph we start adding those with highest degree and al-
so add 1 for each vertex itself, until the sum is at least
n. The smallest number t for which the sum reaches the
number of vertices is a lower bound on MDS size of a
graph G.

In case of a k-regular graph, the vertex degree di of all
vertices is always the same. But if we consider a ran-
dom graph based on a regular graph, in one instance we
can get all degree values up to k. Probability that a ran-
domly chosen vertex have the degree i follows binomial
distribution [16]. Recalling that p is the probability of
edge presence, we have P(d(v) = i) = Bi,k(p), where
Bi,k(p) =

(
k
i

)
· pi · (1 − p)k−i. Average number of ver-

tices of degree i can be expressed as n ·Bi,k(p). It is clear
that number of isolated vertices must be n ·(1−p)k which
is exactly n ·B0,k(p).

2.6 Results and Evaluation
In this section we compare our main results from section 2
based on Vizing’s conjecture (LB1) to the approach based
on degree counting (LB2) as describe in section 2.5. Both
are related to the simulation results.

To evaluate results obtained above we performed simula-
tion of random torus. For each value of probability pa-
rameter p some C realisations of random torus
G(T400,400, p) were generated. Then the minimum domi-
nating set was determined. Searching for the MDS can be
viewed as an optimisation problem, which can be solved
by the integer linear programming method. To each graph
vertex vi ∈ V we assign a boolean variable xi ∈ {0, 1} and
write an inequality involving sum of the variables for all
of the neighbouring nodes. The objective is to assign to
all xi minimum total number of 1’s, such that all the in-
equalities are satisfied, i.e. each vertex is covered by at
least one of its neighbours. Formally, the set of inequal-
ities together with the objective forms following instance
of linear programming optimisation problem

minimise
∑

i∈V
xi (13)

subject to ∀i ∈ V :
∑

j∈N(xi)

xj ≥ 1. (14)

For convenience we supposed V = {1, 2, . . . , n}. The so-
lution immediately gives the MDS as D = {i|xi = 1, ∀i ∈
V }. For each graph the optimisation package JuMP for
the julia language [3] was used to solve the problem in-
stance. Though finding MDS is in general a demanding
NP-complete problem, using linear programming solvers
for this purpose appears to be quite efficient approach.
Details can be found in [4].

2.7 Comparison of Lower Bounds
In the Fig. 2a we can see the plot of mean relative MD-
S size as resulted from the simulations together with t-
wo lower bounds for G(T400,400, p). Step of the proba-
bility parameter was 0.025. The topmost curve plotted
by solid line represents simulation results. Dash-dot line
shows the lower bound LB2 according to [13] determined
by degree counting. It meets experimental data in the
end points. Dashed line represents lower bound LB1 for
E{Γ(T400,400, p)} computed from (9) and (6). Fig. 2b de-
picts the same for the random graph G(T216,216,216, p) with
3-dimensional torus base graph. The probability step in
this case was 0.01.

It is clear from the picture that our bound LB1 gives
better results for lower values of parameter p, until it
intersects with LB2. For higher values of p the bound
LB2 performs better. Numerically determined interval-
s for intersection points are p2 ∈ 〈0.701154, 0.701155〉
and p3 ∈ 〈0.48387, 0.494286〉 for 2-dimensional and 3-
dimensional case, respectively.

As we have E{Γr(C, 1)} = γr(C) = 1/3, according to
(10) the value of LB1 in p = 1 for a d-dimensional torus

will be
(

1
3

)d
. But the exact value of relative domination

number is γr(Cd) = 1/(2d + 1). Thus our lower bound
for a torus Cd, derived from the exact mean value for a
cycle C, will differ more and more from proper value with
increasing dimension d. This mostly remains true also in
finite cases, though the exact value of domination number
for tori may slightly differ, γr(Cd

n) ≥ 1/(2d + 1). For 2-
dimensional finite grids Gn,m, which are in many aspects
same as tori, the exact values can be found in [14].

To support the evaluation of lower bounds, Table 1 shows
the sum of squares of differences between a bound and
actual simulation results. The sum is taken over all val-
ues of parameter p for both bounds and both simulated
graphs. The obvious way how to get better overall esti-
mate of lower bound on expected MDS size is to combine
the two bounds by taking the maximum of both. Sum of
the squared differences for this case can be found in the
table too.

Table 1: The Sum of Squared Differences

LB1 LB2 max

T400,400 0.174253 0.217199 0.096941

T216,216,216 0.917025 0.606909 0.376002
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(a) 2-d torus G(T400,400, p) (b) 3-d torus G(T216,216,216, p)

Figure 2: Mean MDS size. Solid line represents simulation results for the expectation of relative MDS
size (γ axis). Dash-dot line shows the lower bound LB2. Dashed line is LB1, computed as E{Γr}.

3. Heuristic Algorithm for Finding MDS
In this section we describe a new algorithm for finding
minimum dominating set approximation. The input is
a graph file and output a dominating set. Because it
is an approximation, the result may not be necessarily a
minimal one. But the purpose and advantage of proposed
algorithm is computation speed.

3.1 Node Selection Criterion
The algorithms from the class of approximation approach-
es based on greedy algorithm start with an empty set and
successively add vertices according to some criterion un-
til a domination set is created. In most simple case the
criterion can be just a random (or blind) choice of node.
This provides constant time complexity of the selection,
but at the cost of poor precision because no information
about the graph is used for making the chaise. Anoth-
er possibility is to sort vertices by the degree and add
them to the DS in descending order. In this case the sort-
ing is made just once, at the beginning. This principle
was used in upper bound from section 2.5. But usually
by greedy algorithm is considered a version which in each
step sorts the vertices by the number of their uncovered
neighbours. Thus to the DS is always added the vertex
which covers the most of the remaining nodes. As it is
possible that there may be more vertices with equal num-
ber of uncovered neighbours, the result of the algorithm
may be ambiguous.

Our proposed algorithm is based on similar principle as
the greedy algorithm. But the criterion for selecting a n-
ode to be added to DS is based on another property. It
can be shown that good candidates are the nodes neigh-
bouring to leaves of the graph, i.e. the neighbours of the
nodes of degree 1. These nodes can be found in time O(n)
and they do not make DS larger compared to minimal one.
But by this step all such nodes are covered (if there were
some) and we must continue in different way. Thus in
each step we find the minimum vertex degree and then
add all neighbours of nodes with minimal degree. This

generalised criterion covers the leaves in the first step. If
there are some cliques with degree 2, they are covered in
the second step. So at the early phases of the process the
vertices added by our algorithm certainly belongs to MDS
but during further steps the heuristics need not meet the
exact solution.

At the end of each step we remove vertices which have
been covered and count all vertices remaining uncovered.
If its number is not zero and it is different from the pre-
vious step, we repeat whole procedure. Adding the nodes
in the first iteration step is unambiguous, because each
leave has only one neighbour. In following steps we add
each vertex with a neighbour of minimal degree (if it does
not has the minimal degree itself). Here is where further
optimisation is possible. For example the vertex degree
could be used as a secondary criterion if there are more
neighbours. Here we will correct the result of our algo-
rithm by removing unnecessary nodes (redundant in DS)
at the last phase.

The above described criterion does not take into account
isolated vertices, because they have no neighbours. All
of them must be immediately added to DS. It may hap-
pen that isolated vertex is created in modified graph by
removing vertices covered in the previous step. Such a
node can be already covered in the original graph. In this
case it is not added to DS. At the end, when iteration
process does not bring new DS members, all remaining
uncovered vertices are added.

3.2 Algorithm Properties
The algorithm always searches for the nodes with small
degree and these are covered by adding their neighbours
to DS. This is the reason why it is especially suitable for
graphs with large number of vertices with small degree.
Actually this is a very interesting and important class of
graphs which includes many real world systems, whether
biological, transport, social or communication networks
[17], [18]. All of them are modelled by a scale-free graphs
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(a) The PPI network of Drosophila Melanogaster (∆ =
1193), a power law shape.
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(b) An instance of random graph G(K200, 0.25).

Figure 3: Histograms of degree distribution.

which are known to have power law distribution of vertex
degree, i.e. the probability of a vertex having degree k is
proportional to k−c, where c is a parameter called critical
exponent. For the proposed approximation algorithm it is
important, that according to power law distribution there
is majority of nodes with small degree and few nodes with
some large degree. It is depicted in the figure 3a. This is
the condition under which the algorithm performs well.

Making a time complexity guess of the algorithm we can
assume that the operation of finding vertex neighbour-
hood can be executed in linear time. But actually it is
bounded by maximum degree in the graph ∆(G), which
can be considered to be a constant. If the neighbourhood
of a subset of vertices must be found repeatedly, the time
complexity is in the worst case quadratic (for a complete
graph Kn). Because in each step vertices of particular de-
gree are covered and working graph is reduced, number of
iterations must have an upper bound ∆(G). Overall time
complexity of approximation algorithm is thus O(∆2 ·n).
Published bounds for the original greedy algorithm is of
order O(n2). Another view on the time complexity can
be provided by power law degree distribution in figure
3a. The algorithm proceeds from the left side covering in
early steps majority of vertices.

The memory complexity is similar as for the greedy al-
gorithm. It is mainly determined by the storage space for
the input graph. This is possible within bounds Θ(n+ e)
(e.g. by using neighbourhood list representation of the
graph). Auxiliary variables takes no more space than
O(n), which has no effect on overall estimate. This is
an advantage compared to some optimisation procedures
which could sometime provide exact results in reasonable
time, but have exhausting memory demands.

3.3 Experimental Evaluation and Results
The algorithm have been implemented and tested on sev-
eral real world network graphs, as well as generated ran-
dom graphs. Performance was evaluated in the terms of
precision and computation time. The precision was mea-
sured by an approximation ratio for the domination num-
ber given by our algorithm to the exact value provided
by approach based on optimisation procedure using inte-
ger linear programming methods [4]. We used Cbc solver

under julia language [3] for that purpose, as for the eval-
uation of theoretical results described in previous section.
Though in general finding a graph domination number re-
quires time exponential to the graph order or size, these
technique appears in many practical cases as reasonably
fast.

For the networks of real world systems, particularly the
protein-protein interaction graphs which, are supposed to
have a power law distribution of vertex degrees, like in
Figure 3a, achieved results of approximation ratio was
between 1.096 and 1.157. After applying the redundant
vertex reduction it was in the range 1.008 to 1.029.

For the sake of completeness, we used for testing also syn-
thetic random graphs. These do not obey the power law
distribution of their vertex degrees, see Figure 3b. In this
case the algorithm is not expected to perform well. In-
deed, the approximation ratio reached values up to 3 or 5.
This is in accordance with previously stated assumptions.

4. Conclusions
We showed how to compute the distribution of paths of
length k, which may arise from random graph G(Cn, p)
with the cycle base graph. Then the exact formula for
expected value of MDS size was derived. Using Vizing’s
conjecture the results can be used to set lower bound of
expected MDS size for other random graphs obtained by
applying Cartesian product to cycles. We presented simu-
lation results for random 2 and 3-dimensional torus. The
comparison showed that combining previously known low-
er bound with present results improves the estimate of
the mean MDS size of random graphs with regular base
graphs. Further, a new algorithm for MDS approximation
was presented. It is targeted to graphs with power law de-
gree distribution. On real networks test data it achieved
approximation ratio between 1.15 to 1.1 in a time shorter
by few orders than other methods.
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